
300 Series & 100 Series
Knife & Vision System Quick 

Start Guide



 

Getting Started: 

Open the CLN software by double clicking on the desktop icon on your computer. Once the 

program has opened and you have “Seeked Limits” you can now click on the button that reads 

“OptiScout”. This will open a separate program to run the Vision System. Make note, these 

programs work in conjunction with each other, so, in order to use the vision system you must 

have both of these programs open.   

Setting the Camera Height: 

It is imperative that your camera height has been set correctly before using OptiScout. The 

recommended height setting is 1” above the material you are cutting. Be aware that this distance 

will vary depending on the lighting and material you are cutting. If your camera does not 

recognize the registration marks correctly, or the registration marks seem out of focus, try 

adjusting your height accordingly.  

Make sure your vacuum pump is on or your material is securely clamped in place. To set the 

height of the camera, click “Lower Camera” in the CLN software. The Spindle will raise up and 

the camera will lower down out of the cover. With the camera down, slowly jog the Z Axis down 

using the jog buttons on the CLN Software. Lower the camera until it is 1” above the material 

and click “Set Camera”. (You may have to turn your soft limits off if you cannot jog the camera 

down close enough to the material.) Once you have clicked “Set Camera” you can test to make 

sure you have set the height correctly jogging the camera down, if it was set correctly you should 

not be able to jog past the point at which your camera was when you clicked “Set Camera”. 

This only needs to be done when you change material thickness. The machine will remember its 

last set location, even after you power the machine down.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Setting the Knife Height: 

Before you begin to cut with your knife you must set the height of the blade. When using the 

Knife, the machine cuts to the machine bed. For example, if you are cutting 0.25” material then, 

when you are in the cut you will be at Z 0.0”, when you make a rapid move to your next cut you 

will be somewhere above 0.25”, let’s say, 0.3125” which would make your blade come out of the 

material 0.0625” before it makes a rapid move or adjusts its cut angle. 

 To set the blade height, in the CLN software slowly lower the W Axis with jog buttons on the 

screen. You are going to want to lower the blade to the cutting mat, so make sure your table is 

free of material. (If you have not yet installed a blade please refer to the “Changing Knife 

Blades” section of this manual) Once you have the blade in contact with the cutting mat, click 

“Set Knife”. (You may have to turn your soft limits off if you cannot jog the Blade down to the 

cutting mat.) If your blade has been set correctly the reading for the W Axis should read 0.000 at 

this time. You will need to do this again when you change blades. Basically what we are doing 

here is calibrating the knife blade.  

Changing Knife Blades: *Use extreme caution when handling Knife Blades, Blades are 

very sharp!* 

If you happen to break a blade and need to swap it out for a new one, or if you need to use a 

different blade for cutting a different material, click the “Change Blade” button in the CLN 

software. The machine will rapid over the front right corner of the machine and lower the W axis 

down while rotating the C axis so that you can gain access to the set screw in the blade holder 

collar.  

To change the Blade loosen the set screw and carefully remove the blade. When putting in a new 

blade make sure you line up the flat of the blade shank with the set screw. This will ensure that 

the knife blade is lined up in the correct direction when you go to cut with the blade. Once you 

have the blade in the collar tighten the set screw. 

*Make sure you set the blade height of the new blade.*    

Importing Artwork: 

Now that we have the machine set up we can import our artwork in OptiScout. OptiScout will 

allow you to open any number of files. (For a complete list open OptiScout and click on file> 

import and then click the drop down box where it says “Files of type”) 

In the OptiScout software click on “File Import” and select the type of file you wish to import by 

using the drop down box “Files of type” and then locate your file. Click on the file and then click 



open. For certain types of files it will give you the option to select the “Units” you wish to import 

the file in, make sure you have the correct units selected. 

 

Preparing a Cutpath: 

To prepare a cutpath we must first assign a layer to the vector lines we wish to either route, or 

cut with our blade. To do so select the vectors you wish to cut by left clicking on them. If you 

wish to select multiple vectors you can left click while holding down the shift key on your 

keyboard or left click and draw a box around the vectors you wish to select. When a vector is 

selected it will look like the “C” below.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Once you have the desired vectors selected we can now assign a layer to them. To do this click 

on the dropdown box to select a color. As shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Now, select a color from the list and then click the green check mark next to the drop down box. 

It can be any color as long as you do not have repeating colors, for this example we will use red. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Now the “C” is on a different layer. We will make the Red layer our Cutpath. Click on the edit 

button to the right of the red layer task bar. It will open a window where we can now select the 

tool we wish to use. 

 

Click on the dropdown box where it says “mode/tool” and select the tool you wish to use. When 

you select the tool a window will open with a few settings for the tool. Here is a list of setting 

and decriptions of those settings. 

Oscillating Knife: 

Tool Number- will be default T13 Oscillating Knife (*do not change this*) 

Feed Rate X,Y-Axis [in/min] – This is where you set your feed rate for X and Y 

Plunge Rate Z-Axis [in/min]- This is where you set your feed rate for Z 

Lift Up Angle- This is the degree at which your knife will lift up out of the material 

Z-Up Position [in]- This is the height at which your knife will lift up to move to the next cut. 

*This setting must be greater than the thickness of the material.* 

Z-Down Position [in]- will be default 0. If you wish to cut all the way through your material this 

setting will need to be a 0 

 

 



Tangential Knife: 

Tool Number- will be default T12 Tangential Knife (*do not change this*) 

Feed Rate X,Y-Axis [in/min] – This is where you set your feed rate for X and Y 

Plunge Rate Z-Axis [in/min]- This is where you set your feed rate for Z 

Lift Up Angle- This is the degree at which your knife will lift up out of the material 

Z-Up Position [in]- This is the height at which your knife will lift up to move to the next cut. 

*This setting must be greater than the thickness of the material.* 

Z-Down Position [in]- will be default 0. If you wish to cut all the way through your material this 

setting will need to be a 0 

Overcut Mode- This will cut past your vector lines at a specified distance. 

Overcut comp. distance [in]- Distance to cut past your vectors. 

Routing:  

Tool Number- For tool changing machines this number must corespond to the position of the 

tool you wish to cut with. For manual tool changing machines it does not matter which number 

you use for this setting. 

Spindle speed RPM- RPMs of the spindle 

Material thickness [in]- This is the thickness of your material 

Pass Depth [in]- This is where you set how far you wish to go through the material  

Depth per Pass [in]- This is where you set how deep you wish to go per pass 

Final Pass Depth [in]- 

Plunge Rate Z-Axis [in/min]- This is where you set your feed rate for Z 

Feed Rate X,Y-Axis [in/min] – This is where you set your feed rate for X and Y 

Offest to material [in]- This is where you set how far out of the material the router bit comes up 

before it moves to the next cut 

Milling orientation- either clockwise or counter clockwise  

 

 



Preparing Registration Marks: 

If you are cutting from a print file you should already have video registration marks on your file. 

We now have to make sure the OptiScout software recognizes those marks you have created on 

your cut file as registration mark. To do that select all of the vectors on your screen and right 

click with your mouse. Click Search/ replace jog marks. This will take any circle you have on the 

file that is the size you have specified in the registration mark settings and recognize it as a 

registration mark. To verify that you have set the registration marks correctly, all your 

registration marks should now have crosshairs on the circles. 

(To change the size of the registration marks go to Settings> Standard Settings> Register Jog 

Marks) 

 

Now that OptiScout has the Registration marks recognized, you have to make sure that those 

marks are on a separate layer. Do not assign a tool to this layer, just leave it as default. You can 

name it something like “Regmarks” to keep your work organized. 

 

 

 

 



 

Outputting A Job: 

Now that we have our layers and tools set up, we can now click on the output to device button in 

OptiScout.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

This window will open. 

 

You have a few options you can set up before you output the file. In this window you can adjust 

your table size, number of copies, which mode you wish to output in, marker and edge settings, 

copies, park position, and lastly if you wish to use your mister or not.  

Table Length Y [in]- Length of your machine bed in inches for the Y axis 

Table Width X [in]- Width of your machine bed in inches for the X axis 

Number of Copies- If you wish to cut the same sheet multiple times you can adjust that setting 

here and OptiScout will cut multiple copies of the same sheet. 

Production Mode- If you chose “production” the machine will run the entire job without you 

having to prompt it to the next step. If you choose “manually production” you will have to find 

the first registration mark and then the machine will take over from that point. If you choose 

“manually” you will have to find the first registration mark and then continue to press run until 

your machine begins cutting. 

Mark Settings- Settings for registration marks 

Edge Detector- Settings for edge detection if you cut the file using Edge Detection 



Option Group Park Position- Park position Options 

Park Postion X [in] - Position of parking location for X in inches (Absolute Value) 

Park Position y [in] - Position of parking location for Y in inches (Absolute Value) 

Mister- Mister on/off 

 

Once you have your settings set, click output. You will have to find the first registration mark 

regardless of the mode you are in. Once you have found the first registration mark click the cross 

hairs and your machine will begin to find the registration marks. 

 

 

If you are in production mode, the machine will find all of the registration marks and begin to cut 

the file without the user. 

If you are in manually production, the machine find all of the registration marks and then you 

will have to press “Run” to cut the job. 

If you are in manually, you will have to press the crosshairs to find each registration mark and 

then press “Run” to process the job.  

Once your job begins to cut you will want to switch over to the CLN program so you will be able 

to adjust the speeds and feeds if needed, as well as pause and abort.  



 

Trouble Shooting: 

Problem- Knife does not cut all the way through the material. 

Solution- Reset the knife height. You may have to set the knife deeper to cut all the way through 

your material. If you are running a job and you find you need to go deeper, pause and abort the 

current job. Now, jog the knife down as far as it will go, turn the soft limits off and now jog 

deeper until you reach a desirable location and click “Set Knife” 

Problem- Camera does not pick up the registration marks. 

Solution- Reset the camera height, either up or down.  

Problem- The file you imported comes in but is not the right size. 

Solution- Make sure when you import the file that you have the correct units of measurement 

selected. 

Problem- The cutpath is not lining up with the print. 

Solution- You might need more registration marks to properly adjust the cutpath for stretch and 

distortion.  

Solution- Your camera offset is set incorrectly. Refer to the opticscout manual.  

Section 2.1.1.4 pg. 29  (Set the Camera Offset) 

 

 

 

Thank you for purchasing CLN Equipment. I hope this guide was helpful and informative. If you 

have any further questions or concerns after reading through this guide, please do not hesitate to 

contact one of our Router Table Technicians for more assistance. (877-256-1043)    


